By Dotti Holmberg-Waddell
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A pot of gold
A mystical dream
can be found at
the end of your rainbow
found in your
eyes...looking
through to the
image of your
SELF...
A pot of gold,
At the end of your
“Rainbow”
Artwork by Dennis Ellefson
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And the love
around me
is like the
golden rod
of Kindness
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(Written for my brother-in-law, Keith Olsen, upon his father's
passing in the late 1960s)

“To Dearest Keith”
And Death do us part...
Our hearts are all a
part of one, now and
forever
We love life and the
after is just an
extension of time...
to love, our spirits
forever sharing the
oneness, left to grow...
So, Death do us part is
only a moment's
changing from the tide
of the earth unto the
flowers of heaven . . .
And love remains to grow in all directions around us.
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(Inspired from a dream I had “where my grandfather came to me to
let me know his spirit would take flight soon....to give me time
to prepare”....I dearly adored him)

The disappearing crowd
Lost in the night
The spreading of clouds
Turn to the white
The silken shadow
Misted in the light
The drapes drawn up
Announcing the flight
The empty closets
Filled with thoughts
The feet spreading fast
Off to be taught
The star-studded letters
Speak for your mind
The clock-echoing walls
March on with time
The deserts and oceans
Spread open their arms
And we continue to leave
Having cause to alarm

My heart is the eye of my truth
My life circles around the
love in my heart

‘A poem from the heart
is the purity of love’
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Smile & see the fun
the sun can bring
our thoughts
& desires

a smile..
a brighter
disposition,
a rainbow
a wish—
a mystical
dream,
obtained by
the smile.
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“Smiling”
Life is a smile
when you find it’s worthwhile.
Smiling is a sun
imprinted on your face.
Smiling is “yellow” thoughts
some days you can’t erase.
Smiling is a flower
held in your hand for an hour.
Smiling gives your heart
a healthy tomorrow.

“Smile a Mile”

My Grandma Holmberg

Smile a mile
Never just a while
Keep that glow upon your face
It never goes to waste
A smile can make another smile
You’ll see—put someone through a trial
A frown can’t overcome
A smile and a hum
A smile can keep from you
The troubles and the blues
And might help you more to see
The great beauty of a tree
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TO BE HAPPY
IS
TO BE

yellow
sun
love
happiness
virtue
always one...
step up
spiritualism
your time...
love’s time
love
sun
yellow
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“HEARTS”

Hearts...
a
a
a
a

kiss of lemon
kiss of lime
sun in heart
life will shine,

The good and the bad
are all a part
to shape and mold
a knowing heart,
The love and thoughts
imparted,
are given back from whence
they started,
A wise heart shares through
tears and woe,
The love God gave our hearts
to grow.
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Love knows where it’s at
But do we know where love is?
Can we be any closer to love
Before it takes us up
Grabs us and
Conquers our souls?
Love Is—
God is Love.

The line that meets
and twines around the
vine of love....
...The gentle soul
that holds a heart
of fire,
The desire of life
shall never meet the vine
unless it grows
by the church.

The innocence of a child
can take you to the heavens of the earth.
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What is a dream?
But a searching
of something better,
real—a longer happiness
than we now see
in God’s earthly plants—
a happiness ‘within’ you,
of whom you are glad to know—
a person that is as happy
to give as receive—
a love with God
through yourself
to others

Loneliness is not being able to share
what you really know of yourself
Loneliness is not being able to have others
communicate part of themselves to you
Loneliness makes your “party circle” small—
But if we really have ourselves and can relate to God,
Why should we be lonely?
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Every fragrance in the morning of my heart
Should spread open praises to the love above,
To believe in a little more faith
To bring us through this day...
In the looking glass of our own sun,
We should share with everyone.

Faith is faith
Faith is love
Faith is an intuitive, mystical, spiritual feeling
Faith is the belief in oneself
Faith is above
Within and without—it’s all a part of one

“Faith”
Faith in nature, strength of mind
Faith is love
Faith in harvest, brothers, sisters
Faith is above
Faith in parents and missionaries
Faith is the church
Faith is all kinds—
Faith is a constant search...
Search to believe in human things—
Of the words of the Bible we sing
Of the Ten Commandments and more
Of the abolishment of our world’s war
“Faith is Faith in Faith”
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“Dear Lord”
Dear Lord, I love you
Thank you for letting me be
Dear Lord, I love you
Loneliness disappears
when you’re with me
You cover my sorrow
And make me face my tomorrow
The rainbows in the sky,
The looking glass of your own eye
You paint the flowers
And feed the earth golden showers
And give me peace
The love you share
and I must teach
I’m myself
You’re my soul
I must give
What you let me know

(1943 Picture of Christ I found
at an Estate Sale in Florida)
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“Ancient Lullaby”

The weavers come to take my song away...
To love and sing and dance in all their play
The music plays this song all through my heart
And the living in this rhyme and rhythm starts
The
The
The
The

pulsating strums pass right through my mind
love of living seems to find more time
sycamore trees now most nearly grown
green life in my eyes is God reborn

It takes some time for some to find the way
Even though we hear the bird’s song every day
I’ve been knitting on the wrong side for so long
I woke up one lost day, and the pain was strong
Sometimes the light can catch you by surprise
And capture some lost love held in disguise
While peaceful hearts will sing their love each day
You may hear the weavers strum their gentle ways
(The nights were long and I could not find sleep
So I laid awake...thinking rather deep
I wondered what was wrong...where was the light?
...That could bring me through the darkness of my night)
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The crystal crumbles
When the people fall
And my heart tumbles
When LOVE isn’t all
My house is my castle
Where dreams are within
And some do come true
If love is held IN
The world pulls down
But God will uplift
If my life sings pure songs
To the world I will give
I will pad my home with gold
And there my treasures I’ll protect
Where sincerity and a heart will speak
And I’ll want to find respect

Time and time again we find the light has no end...
The circles moving on & on
and more feelings making songs...
Songs to wake you up each day
Songs to accompany you when you pray
Life and death can all be sung
with all your love, they join as one
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Thoughtfulness
is ripe and rich
Thoughtfulness
should never switch
To something bad or black
Thoughtfulness
brings one ahead,
not back

She’s—
A great friend to be
A great friend to me
Although sometimes
faltering,
She winds up where
she started...
Concerning herself with
curiosity,
aspects
and expectations
Of what we will become
Each and together,
As we make our way along
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“Kindness”
Try a little kindness on your friend
And accept this day is made for amends
The harmony will satisfy your heart
So give some kindness for a brand new start
Meditate on giving to your friend
For somewhere someone has to make amends
So come on in and sit right by my side
And let out in full steam now what you hide
Perhaps, in time we will find some love
And all matters under weather will be done
I want to take some kindness to your side
To help the coldness risen to subside
Listen close to what the wise men say
That dark skies will turn light one fine day
So, don’t worry ‘bout the trivial things you do
And all the things you do to make life blue
The kindness will satisfy a broken heart
And let you know that there’s a brand new start
There’s a time waiting there for you
And my time is coming someday too
When we’ll know how kindness gave us time
To live, and laugh and love in a moment of rhyme
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“Friendship"
Friendship counts
You can take it to the end
Gotta have a friend
Someone you can depend upon
Take some time
To make yourself a friend
Someone who cares...
Someone who will defend you
Living & learning we earn our rewards---oh, oh
Be a friend, it matters .. Makes our day--ay-ay
There for you when you're in a pinch
Stop all your worrying -- things will work out in a cinch...
Friendship will make it through a storm
Through thick & thin
Strengthens each time it's worn
Be a friend...
Sincere without pretense
Be yourself
Don't try to be someone else
Counterparts:

Bop doo op bop doo op (3 times)

Living...loving....friends
Bop doo op bop doo op
living and loving and caring
living and giving and sharing
living...loving....friends
bop doo op bop doo op (2 times)
(This poem also has a melody created by me)
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“Girl of the Wind”
A sheet of the wind
Flung upon land
Two youthful hands
Wanting, seeing, touching
Loving all that one breeze can
encompass
Before it dies down
A girl playing with beauty
Not around,
Knowing that as the sun goes down,
Her visage may soon fade over the hill
Into something soft, tender,
Into love’s complacence
Of the real understanding
That is grasped for...
To be-to know-to love
The rainbow’s over her hill
If one really looks—one feels
One finds...Why are we so blind?
She knows soon a beautiful feeling will
Wrap her up...
A “moment’s flung-upon”,
Blown-passed beyond
What even her eyes seeing beauty are
But wind goes...
But always returns
Sometimes in a storm...
Sometimes to sooth
And God’s creations when loving
Create unity and

Touches our hearts and reveals
More of a child’s soul
Rising above the many misunderstood
Into pure gentleness,
Clung by faith
Howling, crying,
Laughing, loving
Dying....
Soon to fade...
To die down...
Loving,
Dying.
Artwork by Dennis Ellefson
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We must remember
What we have learned
And go ahead,
But we must never hope to search out all of
life’s secrets,
For the mystery of the mystic hangs over
beauty’s discoveries (always)

The time is come
I see the sun
And the prophets of night
March on and on
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“HOPE”
When doubt fills your heart,
You long for inner peace...
a place where you can go
where there’s calmness & love
When things seem upside down
And truth is hard to be found,
You pray for a way back home...
The soul of America in a land of haze
searching for answers caught up in the maze
All we can hope for is hope
and know we indeed all reap what we sow
Good & bad deeds are never forgotten-We’re all judged in God’s Time
The end result of our journey as we travel along our road
Is what we have done to help others home

Written November 29, 2004
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